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The End of Numerical Error

It is time to overthrow a century of methods based on floating point arithmetic. Current technical computing is based on the acceptance of rounding error using numerical representations that were invented in 1914, and acceptance of sampling error using algorithms designed for a time when transistors were very expensive. By sticking to an antiquated storage format (now codified as an IEEE standard) well into the exascale area, we are wasting power, energy, storage, bandwidth, and programmer effort. The pursuit of exascale floating point is ridiculous, since we do not need to be making $10^{18}$ sloppy rounding errors per second; we need instead to get provable, valid results for the first time, by turning the speed of parallel computers into higher quality answers instead of more junk per second.

We introduce the ‘unum’ (universal number), a superset of IEEE Floating Point, that contains extra metadata fields that actually save storage, yet give more accurate answers that do not round, overflow, or underflow. The potential they offer for improved programmer productivity is enormous. They also provide, for the first time, the hope of a numerical standard that guarantees bitwise identical results across different computer architectures. Unum format is the basis for the ‘ubox’ method, which redefines what is meant by “high performance” by measuring performance in terms of the knowledge obtained about the answer and not the operations performed per second. This is a fresh approach to scientific computing that allows proper, rigorous representation of real number sets for the first time.
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Dr. Gustafson has recently finished writing a book, *The End of Error: Unum Computing*, that presents a new approach to computer arithmetic: the unum. The universal number, or unum format, encompasses all IEEE floating-point formats as well as fixed-point and exact integer arithmetic. This approach obtains more accurate answers than floating-point arithmetic yet uses fewer bits in many cases, saving memory, bandwidth, energy, and power. The book will be available in March 2015 from Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science, ISBN-13: 978-1482239867.